Executive Summary
This is the final report on gram DE-FG05-96ER-10979 from the U.S. Departnieiit of Energy supporting the research of the Theoretical High Energy Physics group at the Supercomputer Coniputations Research Institute (SCRI) at Florida State University. The research primarily involved lattice field theory simulations such as Quantuni Chroiiiodyiiaiiiics (QCD).
Although QCD is generally accepted as the theory which describes the strong interactions responsible for nuclear binding, convincing computations of the properties of the elementary particles from first principles are still elusive. The problem lies in the fact that for data at the ''low" energies involved (-1 GeV), the coupling constant in QCD is large, preventing application of the physicist's usual tool, perturbation theory. "on-pert urbative computations are necessary and they appear possible only via large scale numerical simulations. Especially simulations of "full QCD" , including the effect of light dynamical quarks, are extremely CPU time consuming. The scientists in SCRI's lattice gauge theory group have been in the forefront of such numerical simulations since the inception of SCRI in 1985.
SCRI scientists have developed highly efficient algorithms and codes, t&h are fairly easily portable to various superconiputers, as well as workstations (used mainly for code development). In some cases the most frequently used code segments have been hand optimized for a particular computer architecture. With these codes they have performed numeri6al simulations of many interesting physics problems. Most of these computations were carried out on the CAI-2 and the 50 Gigaflop QCDSP machine at SCRI. Other, smaller, calculations were carried out on the workstation cluster at SCRI, while most of the computing done with the MILC collaboration used resources at national Supercomputer centers.
Among the works completed by the members of the lattice group and their outside collaborators in QCD simulations are extensive hadronic spectrum computations with both \.i'ilson and staggered fermions. Heavylight meson decay constants were another focus of research, in particular concerning differences between quenched and dynamical calculations. Studies of the finite temperature behavior of QCD have also been a major activity within the group.
A major research topic was the study of improved lattice actions, designed to diminish finite lattice spacing effects and thus accelerate the approach to the continuum limit. Nost of this work was carried out in the quenched approximation. Very encouraging results were obtained.
In the second half of the funding period, a major foc of the group has been the use of a new lattice feriiiioii representation, Overlap fer ' , that has achieved the much desired goal of preserving the chiral symnietry p s of the continuum theory at finite lattice spacing. After developing an algorithm for the numerical siinuhtions of overlap fermions. the SCRI group has completed the first studies of the relation between chiral symmetry breaking and topology using this new formalism. As a member of the "11131D Lattice Calculation" (hfILC) collaboration, Heller was involved in a study of two-flavor QCD with staggered fermions. Ensembles of gauge field configurations were generated at set-era1 different gauge couplings, i. e. lattice spacings, and several different quark masses down to about half the strange quark mass. Spectroscopy calculations on these ensembles were used for a first continuum . extrapolation of staggered spectroscopy in full two-flavor QCD [2] .
QCD thermodynamics
Heller and Kennedy were members of another large collaboration that studied the phase transition/crossover from the hadronic phase at low temperatures to the quarkgluon plasma phase at high temperature for two flavors of staggered fermions on lattices with temporal extend iYt = 8, pushing this study closer to the continuum limit. These calculations were done on the Chi-2 at the Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center. The crossover and some properties of the high temperature phase have been studied for quarks with rather light mass, m/T = 0.05, to study the behavior as the niassless limit is approached [3]. Heller , as a member of the M L C collaboration, was involved with several other studies of the finite temperature behavior of QCD with staggered fermions. This 
Multi-flavor QCD
Perturbation theory predicts that the &function for QCD with 16 flavors has a second zero at some g*' = 0.5, besides the one at g2 = 0. For couplings larger than g" the @-function should therefore have the opposite sign than for QCD with few flavors. Some indications, that this scenario remains valid beyond perturbation theory, were found in numerical simulations with staggered fermions in [9] . Heller 
Dynamical simulations with clover fermions
Zero-temperat ure simulations and spectroscopy igives i?i7 = 0.414(2) with nz,/mp = 0.703(6). At least 3 different values for the quark niass will be used on the large volume in order to make reliable extrapolations in the quark niass. This is necessary since siniulations at the physical values of the light up and down quark masses cannot be afforded at present. Based on esperience with quenched simiilations. we expect about 5% scaling violations of physical obseriables with respect to their continuum values.
QCD thermodynamics
Heller, with the AIILC collaboration, completed an investigation of the finite temperature deconfinenient transition/crossover with O( a)*improved dynamical Wilson quarks. the so-called clover fermions, and an improved gauge action introduced by Luscher arid \;C'eisz. The clover coefficient was set to the tadpole improved tree-level value since for this action combination non-perturbative values have not been determined. Use of the improved ferniions eliminated the strange finite temperature behavior, believed to be due to lattice artifacts, that has been observed with Wilson quarks on finite temperature lattices with Xt = 4 and 6 . However, comparing with results using staggered quarks there appear to still be large scaling violations present at the large couplings used [E] .
Edwards and Heller also have carried out simulations to determine the behavior of non-perturbatively O(a) improved clover fermions with standard Wilson gauge action at finite temperature on lattices with sniall teniporal extent, Nt = 4 and 6, wh.ere earlier siniulat ions with unimproved Wilson fermions have shown strange, unexpected behavior (e.g., first order phase transition signals at intermediate quark mass) that is generally attributed to lattice artifacts. The results are somewhat discouraging in the sense that at the couplings for which the clover coefficient has been determined xion-pPrtL~rbati~-el~, the finite temperature crossover occurs at such large pion masses as to be physically uninteresting. On lattices with teniporal extent A', = 4 and 6, one would have to know the clover coefficients for stronger coupling to have any chance to see light quark physics in the finite temperature crossover region. On the positive side, the crossover turned out much smoother than on comparable systems with unimproved Wilson fermions [ 13).
Quenched spectroscopy
Heller. as a member of the 1IILC collaboration, was involved in a systematic investigation of quenched spectroscopy with staggered ferniions (141. Particular emphasis was put on controlling the cliiral extrapolation from the masses used in the simulations. namely quark niasses only down to about half the strange quark niass, to the actual quark niasses of the light quarks. Quenched chiral perturbation theory was used to guide the extrapolation.
X striking prediction of QCD going beyond the naive quark model is the existence of so-called hybrid mesons, were the quark and antiquark are in a color octet state and gluons are present to niake the entire object a color singlet. The hIILC collaboration has done studies of the masses of such hybrid mesons in the quenched approximation, both with IVilson and clover quarks, with quark masses around the strange and the charin quark mass [15] .
Heavy-light quark physics
Il'ith former SCRI postdocs Collins (Glasgow) and Sloan (Kentucky), and with Davies and Ali Khan (Glasgon-) and Shigemitsu (Ohio State), Heller used KRQCD to study mesons containing one heavy and one light quark. These simulations used the old HEhlCGC configurations with two-flavors of dynaniical staggered quarks. Wilson, and later clover improved fermions were used for the light quark. The study concentrated on the spectroscopy of B mesons, including radially excited and P-wave states, and the decay constant fB (16,17,18]. Particular emphasis was put on examining the dependence on the heavy quark mass in an effort to check predictions, and determine parameters, of the "Heavy Quark Effective Theory." Their results for the B spectrum are the most extensive of any lattice calculation, while their results of the mesonic decay constants fB and fB-agree well with those that use a different treatment of the heavy quark.
Heller, as a member of the NILC collaboration, was also involved with a systematic study of heavy-light decay constants using Wilson quarks for both light and heavy quark, but with the heat?: quark interpreted according to the Fermilab approach. In addition, static-light calculations were used to anchor the fits as function of the heavy quark mass. Particular emphasis was put on chiral and continuum extrapolations with controlled systematic errors, including an estimate of the error from using the quenched approximation [19] .
Studies of improved actions
The ultimate goal of numerical simulations is to understand the continuum behavior of QCD, to verify that it correctly describes nature, and to help experiments determine Standard hlodel parameters by computing the necessary hadronic matrix elements. One is, of course, forced to work on finite lattices and hence the simulation results suffer from discretization errors and finite physical volume errors. The SCRI lattice group has embarked on a systematic study of improvements in the fermionic and gluonic actions. The goal was to test these improvements in a full QCD simulation. The steps have involved (1) cotiiparixig Wilson and '%adpole" clover improved fermions on a previously generated gauge ensemble with two flavors of staggered fermions. (2) measuring Wilson and "tadpole" clover spectroscopy on O( 0 2 ) iniproved quenched gauge fields. (3) studying higher order "tadpole" iniproved fermionic spectroscopy on improved quenched gauge fields, and (4) determining and testing a non-perburbatively improved clover fermion action.
Tadpole improved clover fermions
E d n r d s and Heller, with former SCRI postdocs Collins (Glasgow) and Sloan (Kentucky) carried out the coniparison of spectroscopy with Wilson and clover fermions, with the tadpole improved tree-level value for the clover coefficient, on a lattice with inverse spacing of 2 GeV, the ensemble created at SCRI by the HEMCGC collaboration with two flavors of dynamical staggered quarks. They showed that a higher order cliiral perturbation theory ansatz works well to extrapolate their niass results towards the chiral limit. They found that the largest effect of the clover term is an additive shift in the vector mass. Since this vector niass is used to determine the physical quark niass, this shift feeds iiito all spectroscopy predictions. kVhile the mass predictions with IVilson fermions deviate from the experimentally known masses by discretization errors of about 20%) the improved clover fermions lead to discretization errors of onlj-a few percent [ '20] .
The sanie researchers carried out the second step, producing one of the most accurate continuum extrapolations of the (quenched) light hadron spectrum to date. An U(a') and tadpole iniprox-ed (to 1-loop) gauge action was used, with the gauge coupling chosen to cover lattice spacings in the range 0.16 fm to 0.42 fm. Simulations xere performed with both the IVilson and the tadpole improved clover quark actions. Large lattices of extent lG3 x 32 were used to avoid the problem of excep tional configurations. Dimensionless ratios of hadron masses to the string tension were computed. Their results [21] indicate 20% scaling violations for clover and 50% for FYilson fermions over the range of lattice spacings considered. Chiral extrapolations were made of quark masses to the physical p / r ratio, and interpolations to masses in the strange quark regime. The latter results provided a very accurate determination of the scaling form showing n 94% confidence level for the clover action using the expected O(u2) form and 3'% to the form O(a). The Wilson action which is expected to scale like O(a) shows a significant sub-leading correction of U(a') over the region of interest. The conclusion is that the clover action provides a more accurate and reliable estimate of the continuum fermionic action than the Wilson action.
Idassen has carried out the third step, in collaboration with Lepage (Cornell) and Alford (IAS, Princeton). The goal of this work was to reduce the ferniionic discretization errors dowi to the same order as the gluonic errors, O(a4). As a first step in this direction they [22] presented the "D234" light quark action, which has only 0 ( a 3 ) scaling violations. This action showed many promising features, in particular, greatly improved dispersion relations for the mesons. However, the scaling violations in other parts of the hadron spectruni were still somewhat too big on very coarse lattices (roughly 20% at 0.4 fin).
I .

2.5.2
Using the tadpole value of the clover coefficient reduces the leading discretization errors from O(a) only to O(cr"a) with n = 1 or 2 if using the tree-level or one-loop coefficient respectively. Even if the coefficient of this leading correction is small, it shoulcl be included, giving an additional free parameter for the continuum estrapolation and therefore increased errors.
Using a newly developed finite size teclinology based on the Schrodinger functional, the ALPHA collaboration (of which Sint is a member) has recently 123, 241 been able to determine some of the coefficients that arise at O(a) improvement nonperturbatively, using numerical simulations. With the improvement coefficients determined in this way, one iiiay expect a complete elimination of O ( a ) errors in spectral and on-shell quantities. In particular this means that the required continuum extrapolations should be easier, since one may directly use an ansatz with a leading quadratic dependence on a.
After full O(a) improvement has been implemented the violations of chiral symmetry appear to be strongly reduced. In particular, the chiral symmetry "point" (the critical K ) is then defined to sufficient accuracy, its inherent ambiguity being reduced by one order in the lattice spacing. By imposing naive chiral Ward identities as normalization conditions, the ALPHA collaboration then proceeded to fix the non-singlet axial and vector current normalization constants. The precision achieved was better than 1 percent, which will strongly reduce the corresponding uncertainty of the pion decay constant (previously of the order of 10 percent) in future simulations [25] .
Even with the above mentioned new technique some of the improvement coefficients remain elusive and one may have to rely on perturbative estimates. Therefore S. Sint and P. IVeisz (MPI, Munich) have computed a number of improvement coefficients to one-loop order of perturbation theory. Their method also allowed to evaluate the complete cutoff effects in correlation functions at the tree and at the one-loop level [%I. This in turn can be used as a guide when parameters are to be chosen for the non-perturbative investigations.
Edwards, Heller and Klassen have extended the non-perturbative O(a) improvement of the FVilson quark action to coarser lattices. This was possible, since they found that the quark mass dependence of the non-perturbative clover coefficient is very weak. They could do the simulation at non-zero quark mass, avoiding problems with near zero modes on coarse lattices, and extend the O(a) improvement to lattices as coarse as a = 0.17 fm or
To test the improvement, Edwards, Heller and Klassen also did spectroscopy calculations on these coarse lattices. The large range of lattice spacings obtained by combining the new results with earlier ones on finer lattices, together with the accurate string tension measurements recently performed (cf. section 3), [28] , allow the 
Anisotropic lattices and o ( n ) improvement
Klassen and his collaborators have slio~vn that part of the still rather big scaling violations of the highly improved D234 fermion action are due to "ghost branches" (whose origin are the higher order t e r m in the improved action) in the energymomentum dispersion relation. The ghost branches can be pushed up in energy by going to an anisotropic lattice, whose lattice spacing in the "tinie" direction is smaller than the spatial ones [29 . where a very siniple and general method of constructing classically improved lattice quark actions was described. One of the actions discussed in detail there is the D234 aetion. which classically has orily 0 ( u 3 ) errors. Simulation results for the hadron spectrum of the tadpole improved D234 action on anisotropic lattices were presented [29] . Nost quantities, especially those related to violations of rotational symmetry: shon-ed much more continuum-like behavior on coarse lattices than all other known quark actions. However: other quantities were not significantly better than when calculated with less improved actions, like the tadpole improved clover action.
This was explained in [31] as being due to residual o ( a ) violations of chiral symme try at the quantum level (which are, in a sense. "orthogonal': to the O(u2) violations of rotational symmetry that were largely eliminated in the D234 action). It m ,~ argued in (311 that one should use Schrodinger functional techniques (cf. subsec. 2.5.2) to eliminate these errors for quark actions on improved glue. This should finally yield quark actions that give accurate results (on the few percent level) for all quantities on coarse lattices.
Improved staggered fermions
Staggered, or Kogut-Susskind fermions preserve a remnant chiral symmetry at finite lattice spacing and so naturally have scaling violat ions of order O(a') only. However, flavor symmetry is broken at finite lattice spacing, and quite strongly so at presently tractable lattice spacings. The flavor symmetry breaking is mediated by exchange of gluons with momenta at the corners of the Brillociii zone. By adding 3-, 5-and 7-link gauge field staples to the nearest neighbor hopping term: coupling to such gluons can I I be suppressed and flavor symmetry breaking reduced. Adding, in addit ion, a straight 3-link hopping term, all scaling violations of'order O(a') can be eliminated at the classical (tree) level. Heller, with the hlILC collaboration, has investigated the scaling behavior of such improved staggered fermions in the quenched approximation. *They found that both nieson and nucleon niasses show very little scaling violations [32] : Encouraged by these results. the NILC collaboration has started dynamical siniulations with these improved staggered fermions.
Spectral flow and topology
Chiral symmetry plays an important role in QCD. It has been conjectured that gauge field topology is important in understanding spontaneous cliiral symmetry breaking. However, the determination of the relation of topology with chiral symmetry on the lattice has been plagued with many problems. The spectrum of the hermitian Wilson- Zero crossings of the eigeiivalues of H,(rn) are due to the topological content of the gauge field background. Edwards, Heller aiid Narayanan carried out a comprehensive study of the spectral flow of Hw(rn), with aiid without a clover term, on a 1-ariety of SU(2) and SU(3) lattice gauge field ensembles [34, 351. The spectral flow met hod involves slo\vly increasing the mass and observing the eigenvalue spectrum.
The net number of zero crossings -down minus up -up to mass m gives the topological charge. Ensembles generated from the Wilson gauge action, an improved gauge action, and several two-flavor dynamical quark ensembles were considered. It was found that the spectrum could be characterized by two regions divided by mlthe location of the first level crossing zero. For m < mlt corresponding to positive physical quark mass, the spectrum has a gap. In region 11, ml c m 2, no spectral gap was found. The absence of a spectral gap implies that the density of zero eigenvalues, p(0; m), could be non-zero for ml < m 5 2. Indeed it was shown that p(0; m) for the Wilson gauge and fermion action is non-zero, but decreases exponentially in the inverse lattice spacing and becomes only zero in the continuum limit [35] . This result shows that the approach to the continuum limit for the quenched hermitian IVilson-Dirac operator is not at all the same for the positive physical quark mass and the unphysical quark mass side of the critical region ml. Iso, a non-zero p(O;m) has adverse iniplications for the efficiency of practical imp1 ntations of the overlap Dirac operator and for the L, dependence of domain lvall fermions [36] .
Another result of the study of the levels crossing zero in the region m1 c m 5 2 was the determination of the topological susceptibility and the size distribution of zero modes. The eigenvalues crossing through zero that occur in the large mass region correspond to localized eigeiiinodes and the locczlizat ion size decreases monotonically with the crossing point dow-n to a size of about one lattice spacing. These small modes are unphysical and do not affect the topological susceptibility. The results for the topological susceptibility are in agreement with those obtained by other groups using different methods.
n The size distribution was xudied for various ,d in SU(2) and SU(3) gauge theory !\'hen escluding the contribution for the small modes that do not affect the topology, broad peaks for the size distribution are seen around 5 lattice units in a volume-of 16" sites. independent of the gauge coupling and thu,s not at constant physical size [33, 35] . This does not agree with predictions for the instanton size distribution, for which a peak at a size of about 0.4 fni is espected.
Edwards. Heller and Sarayanan also computed the chiral condensate in fourdiriieiisioiial non-Abelian gauge theories with Najorana fermions in the adjoint r e p resent at ion. Chinos are expected to condense in supersymmetric Yang-hiills theories even in finite volume. Instantons cannot explain a bilinear Condensate of gluinos since the number of zero modes in a single instanton W ( N ) background gauge field is equal to 2 N . However, one could have truly quantum backgrounds that result in a bilinear condensate of gluinos and as such cannot be seen in any semi-classical approximation. By studying the spectral flow of H,(rn) in SU(2) gauge field backgrounds with the fermion in the adjoint representation, they showed that there were a significant number of configurations with only doubly degenerate levels crossing zero. The fraction of configurations with these half integer topological charges appeared to remain constant as the lattice spacing was decreased by a factor of two. This result indicates that. at least for the couplings studied, the presence of fractional topological charge configurations is not just a lattice artifact [XI.
Overlap fermions
Since the beginning of lattice gauge theory, the regularization of chiral fermions has been a severe problem. \\'hen regulating fermions on a lattice, typically, unwanted doublers with opposite chirality appear. These doublers can be lifted (given mass of the order of the cut-off) at the cost of explicitly breaking c h i d symmetry. These are the 1Vilson fermions. Alternatively, a remnant of chiral symmetry can be retained, with a smaller number of additional "flavors." These are the staggered fermions, with the draxback that they come in multiples of four flavors with the flavor and full chiral symmetry broken at finite lattice spacings. Additionally, staggered fermions do not have exact zero modes in topologically non-trivial gauge field backgrounds obscuring studies of the relation between topology and spontaneous chirai symmetry breaking in QCD.
Recently. significant progress has been made in overcoming the problems of regularizing chiral gauge theories using the overlap formalism (331. In particular the study of vector gauge theories (where one does not need to worry about anomalies) with massless fermions became possible. Based on the overlap formalism, Keuberger Edwards, Heller, Kiskis and Narayanan extended the study of small eigenvalues of the overlap Dirac operator to quenched gauge theories in the high-temperature, deconfined phase. They found exact zero modes indicating that gauge field configurations with non-trivial topology persist in the high temperature phase. They also found that the spectruni of the non-zero eigenvalues has two parts separated by a region in eigenvalue where the density is essentially zero. The distribution of very small non-zero eigent-aiues of the overlap Dirac operator is well-described by a dilute gas of non-interacting instantons and anti-instantons and suggests the existence of a cliiral condensate which was confiriiied with a direct stochastic estimate [41].
2.8
As mentioned. the low eigenvalues of the Dirac operator in tlie niicroscopic regime, [43] . Contrary to overlap fermions, Staggered Dirac spectra and ran x e d fermions do not seem to '-feel" effects of topology on the ensembles at mtly accessible gauge couplings [U] , and thus staggered fermions only probe the dictions of RSIT in the topologically trivial sector.
Finite Size Scaling of the Chiral Condensate
111 the rather estreine regime 1' << l/m$ the QCD partition function depends on the fermion xiiass only in the combination 11 = VCm, where C is the chiral condensate.
In this regime precise finite-volume scaling functions apply which can be computed analytically in random matrix theory Damgaard, Edwards, Heller and Narayanan confronted these predictions with data from quenched lattice gauge theory simulations. L;sing staggered fermions in both the fundamental and adjoint representations, and gauge groups SU(2) and SU(3), they were able to test simultaneously all of the three chiral universality classes. With overlap fermions they also tested the predictions for gauge field sectors of non-zero topological charge. Agreement was found in iiiost cases [4S] and the origin of the deviations were understood.
Pure Gauge Theory
Heller. together with Karsch (Bielefeld) and Rank, a graduate student from Bielefeld who visited SCRI from July 9G to June 97, continued the study of the high temperature phase of pure glue SU(2) gauge theory. They concentrated on an effort to compute the electric and magnetic gluon screening masses and to investigate their dependence on the temperature. For this they computed the gluon propagator on gauge configurations &xed to Landau gauge for a temperature range
5 T/T, 5 lo4. FVith this large temperature range they could verify the expected behavior rn,(T)/T c ( g'(T) for the magnetic screening mass, and me(T)/T = cg(T)
for the electric one, vith g(T) a running coupling that depends logarithmically on the temperature. The constant c, however, turned out more than two times larger than the perturbative prediction. To test scaling, and improve rotational invariance, they estended their coinputations to a tree-level Synianzik improved action [46}.
Estrapolation of spectroscopic results to the continuum limit require an accurate deterinination of the scale. Edwards, Heller and Klassen have revisited the determixiation of the string tension from the potential in pure SU(3) gauge theory using the IYilson gauge action. Using previous world data and new high statistics measurements on coarse lattices. an improved analysis procedure has allowed them to cleterniine the string tension and another short distance scale, ro, called the Soiiimer scale. The new procedure has allowed determination of these scales to about 1% accuracy [ZS]. Another result emerging from this study was an accurate determination of the .\-parameter of quenched QCD, Am = 2-47(16) &lekr.
The study of heavy systems, such as glueballs, hybrids and heavy quarkonia is difficult for two reasons: (i) since the masses or energies involved are large, in lattice units. lattice effects are large; (ii) the correlation fu'nctions decrease rapidly into statistical noise making a reliable estraction of the masses problematic. Both of these problem can be avoided by using anisotropic lattices with the lattice spacing in the temporal direction smaller than in the spatial directions. However, a precise knowledge of the renornialized anisotropy is necessary, and a precise scale determination is needed. The non-perturbative relation between bare anisotropy, bare coupling and renornialized anisotropy was recently determined by Klasseii [JT] . Edwards, Heller and Iilassen have mades a determination of the lattice scale for several renormalized anisotropies as function of the bare coupling. Heller has also generalized the pertuibative computatioxi of IYilson loops that he did with Karsch in 1985 [48] to the case of anisotropic lattices. This will help in defining "improved lattice couplings" on the anisotropic lattices.
Algorithm Development
Eclrvards, Horvkth, and Kennedy have studied how instabilities arise and how reversibility fails in molecular dynamics (ND) trajectories used in the HMC algorithm [49]. They showed that there are two kinds of instabilities; those due to too large a step size for the discretization of the equations of motion, and those due to the intrinsic chaotic nature of the classical trajectories themselves. They showed that the classical equations have a Liapunov exponent describing a sensitivity t o roundoff errors in the integration. This Liapunov exponent times the correlation length is roughly constant in the scaling region of pure gauge and full QCD indicating that chaotic reversibility errors should not be a significant problem even in the continuum limit. They conclude that 32-bit floating point precision is sufficient for computations which are feasible in the near future.
Horvkth and Kennedy have completed a detailed free-field theory analysis of the behavior of local Hybrid Monte Carlo (overrelaxation) algorithnis for local actions. Their conclusions differ from previous expectations in that they showed that if the local lattice site updates are done in a suitable (lexicographical) order it is possible to eliminate critical slowing down entirely ( z = 0) for the integrated autocorrelations As described in Section 2.7, the overlap Dirac operator involves representing e(H,) = H , / @ .
In practice, what is needed is the application of this operator on a vector. One can proceed in several different ways. In four dimensions, it is not practical to store the whole matrix E?, . Therefore standard techniques to deal with the square root of a matrix or exact diagonalization are not considered.
The most efficient method so far is to approximate e(H,) ELS Edn.ards and Kennedy investigated the use of object-oriented languages for expressing parallel algorithms in an efficient yet portable way. Their goal was to develop within an existing language the framework and data structures which would allow ' i real scientific programs (such as a full dynamical fermion QCD simulation code) to be written such that: (1) the niELvimum possible efficiency allowed by given hardware i i should be realizable, (2) the program should be expressed in as modular a way as i possible -the higher level code should be written independently of the specification of the underlying data layout and operations -and (3) as much type-checking as possible should be perfornied to minimize the number of errors in the program. Early attempts in this direction involved the use of a macro preprocessor based upon the U S I S tools m4 and ratfor and is the basis for the current SZIN code used in,much of the work clone by the SCRI members. This approach was considerably more effective than Fortran. nevertheless: there were many failings. A significant effort was spent in trying to use C++ to express parallel QCD algorithms in a general and portable way. However. the limitations of C++ showed that a language based on category theory such as AXIOM-XL was necessary. Edwards and Kennedy together with former SCRI postdoc Vranas have written a highly optiniized conjugate-gradient inverter that was tested directly on the two-node prototype and obtained 40% of peak. The high level Chl-2/workstation code package SZI1\;, developed ok-er the years at SCRI, was ported to the new machine and became the core part of the code that helped the group win the Gordon Bell prize mentioned above.
Edn-ards. Kennedy (now Edinburgh
Analytic Calculations
Perturbation theory remains an essential analytic means for controlling the continuum limit in lattice QCD. The ALPHA collaboration has developed a method to compute a running coupling constant non-perturbat ively, using the Schrodinger-functional formulation of (lattice) field theory. A lattice perturbation theory Computation at twoloop order is required to match this Schrodinger-functional coupling to the coupling defined in the usual hlS-scheme without significant systematic errors. Bode, together with IYeisz (hlunich) and Wolff (Berlin), first completed the computation for the pure -gauge case [si] . Then they did the calculation for the fermionic part [58] . Besides giving the matching coefficients needed, the calculation also quantifies perturbative discretization errors that arise from working at finite lattice spacing a, which allows to compensate for these errors in numerical Monte Carlo siniulations. The calculation of the ferniionic contribution was much more challenging than the pure gauge part. It turned out to be niore iniportant as well? siiice the lattice artifacts seem to be much larger in the feriiiioiiic sector. making it more important to cancel them.
Kennedy has developed a new method for proving the renornializability of perturbative field theory (the BPH theorem) [59] and extended this method to proofs of decoupling and over-subtraction (improvement) including the case of lattice theories. 
Publications produced under grant DE-FG05-96ER40979
FSU-CSIT-00-10 5/00 R.G. Edwards During this period we were joined by research associated Xim, Klatchko, Hirosky, and Chopra. We also co-rdvised graduate students Madden and ShafTer on Ph.D. dissertations.
Experimental Support
During the course of data collection all group members contributed to running the experiment by taking shifts. Hirosky served as subconvener for jet analyses within the QCD group, where he coordinated activities concerned with the measurement of jet transverse energies and angular distributions. Linn was subconvenor of the QCD photon analysis group. Youssef was the coordinator of event display graphics efforts for Run 11. We contributed to the task of Monte Carlo production in DO , especially within the QCD group. The SCRJ AXP cluster was used nearly full time for this purpose, mainly for direct photons, but also for rapidity correlations, and W mass measurements. In addition, the Monte Carlo events were post-processed to include the effect of calorimeter electronic noise, and pileup.
Software and Computing
As the experiment progressed, we became involved in the software for data analysis and were responsible for design and implementation of the Geant simulation framework. We were responsible for the design and implementation of the analysis techniques used in the Run I photon analysis. Steve Jerger (Michigan State) and Linn developed improved techniques used for the Run I analysis and I undertook a precision calibration of the electromagnetic energy scale of the first calorimeter layer. W e improved on the first models of signal and background events which were single photons and neutral mesons by using Pythia events with frangentation and undederlying events.Detector noise and event pileup were included by the addition of real minimum bias events from the data. The energy in the first layer of the calorimeter was used as a discriminant variable and the fraction of photons in the data sample was estimated by fitting admixtures of the signal plus background to the data distributions using a x2 minimization procedure.
Youssef developed calorimeter clustering, analysis, event display and electron identification software packages. In particular, event display software has 1 i .
been developed for providing detailed 3D event displays of the upgrade system needed for Run 11. He and Klatchko also contributed to the Top analysis.
Physics Analysis
One primary contribution to the data analysis was in the measurement of direct photons, especially photons at high rapidity which was unique among the Tevatron measurements. The most interesting development in photon physics has been the observation by DO and CDF of an excess of photons at low &. It has been suggested that this is due to additional gluon radiation which is not included in the NLO calculations. T h i s radiation gives rise to a transverse boost of the hard scattering system, which in effect 'smears' the transverse energy resolution of the photon. This smearing will 'soften' the steeply falling photon spectrum, giving rise to an excess of photons at lower & when compared to a calculation that does not include this effect. More prosaic explanations such as scale and structure function dependence have also been proposed. It is slso of theoretical interest to measure the properties of the photon dong with the jet+) which balance the transverse energy of the event. This analysis was the subject of Madden and ShaEer's dissertations. In the past year the DO direct photon analysis was completed, subjected to internal review, and published.
The analysis combined the integrated luminosity from both parts of Run I, and improved on the Run la result by incorporation of a precision calibration of the electromagnetic energy scale. The new analsys also used a more sophisticated model of the background, which was generated using the Pythia event generator. Detector noise and event pileup were included by the addition of real minimum bias events from the data. In the previous analysis, the background was assumed to isolated pizero and eta mesons. The new model suggested the background WBS more complicated and in general WBS comprised of higher multiplicity states. Because of uncertainties in the fragmentation model, this technique also yielded a larger systematic error. Although muon tagging of Bquark jets &om top decays is one of the main tools for distinguishing top events from QCD backgrounds, similar electron tag-* ging of b-jets has not been achieved in Q due to difficulties in isolating and track matching low energy electrons and electrons near to a jet axis. Youssef's work has concentrated on achieving similar electron tagging efficiencies and in using this to help extract a top signal from the copious "all-jets" top events from Run I. For central electrons in top 6vents with a CDC track, electron finding efficiencies range from 0.50 for 2-3 GeV electrons up to 0.90 for electrons with energies greater than 15 GeV. This is achieved with a 5% background which is dominated by photon conversions and can mostly be removed by using the central tracking dE/dX measurements and the transition radiation detector. These results are promising for several areas in top analysis and should also be useful as an added signature for mostly muon based B physics cross sections.
Hirosky's interests focused on tests of perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) in the production of jets of large transverse momenta in i3p collisions. The good agreement with pQCD over the entire ET range rules out composite
